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About this report: 

Devoción acknowledges the authors of this report, Manuel Winograd and Salomón 
Winograd, as well as all of our collaborators and partners for their contribution 
and help.

 

This sustainability report covers 2015 and its structure will be used for 
future reports of Devoción. Our previous sustainability report (with a different 
structure) was for 2014. 

The report contains information that reflects the concerns and commitments of 
our company which applies to all normal operations of Devoción, and is part of 
our communication strategy. Consequently, the report is auditable, demonstrating 
transparency and accountability in our company. 

The full report is available on our website--www.devocion.com--to be downloaded 
or printed. For more information, please contact our Sustainability Manager:

Salomón Winograd Toledo

Calle 20 # 69b-12, Bogotá, Colombia.

(571) 411-1523; 411-1548; 411-1564; 3104218947

sostenibilidad@cafedevotion.com 

www.devocion.com

Copyright: Devoción
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Our purpose goes beyond the economic benefit 
to ensure:
Excellent coffee for our customers...
A fair price for our producers...
The protection of our coffee landscape, where it all begins.

Our mission is to establish our brand as the first true farm-to-cup roasters, 

while maintaining high standards of sustainability and providing the best ancestral 

varieties of coffee from Colombia. The land, coffee growers and communities that 

make up these landscapes are essential to achieving our company’s short and long-

term goals. The skills acquired to bring the best coffee from the farm to your cup 

means that our value chain has achieved the highest excellence, while protecting the 

environment and improving production systems.

 We develop long-term relationships with farmers, paying above fair trade while 

establishing social and environmental programs to help secure their future. We bring 

progress and pride to the coffee producers in these regions that have suffered for 

so long in Colombia’s long-standing armed conflict. In Colombia, coffee is harvested 

throughout the year, all of our beans are dry milled in Bogota and subsequently sent 

overnight to our shop in the U.S.A. to be roasted and distributed. This means we can 

guarantee coffee that is not just freshly roasted, but is also fresh in its green 

state, so that the cup you hold in your hands still breathe the air of the Colombian 

campo.

 For us, Devoción is not just a pretty name, It represents our passion and 

dedication to help bring harmony to our country and put the best and freshest coffees 

in your hands.

Steven Sutton
Founder/CEO

Salomon Winograd
Sustainability
Manager
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Colombia, where it all begins...

•	 Devoción is a culture of explorers obsessed with finding the 

best coffee varieties in the least-explored regions of Colombia

•	 We buy directly from producers using a strategy of fair pricing, 

ensuring traceability and improving the sustainability of 

coffee-growing families by establishing long-term relationships

•	 We bring progress and pride to the families that have suffered 

Colombia’s armed conflicts for generations



From Farm to Cup...

•	 Cherries in the perfect state of ripeness are harvested in the 

best farms, cultivated by producers who are selected through 

years of work and research

•	 We continually visit producers, building team processes to 

improve the quality and sustainability of our model

•	 The Devoción team has highly trained professionals in its 

milling processes, quality control, roasting, logistics, 

research and development, marketing, sales and sustainability 

which are all reflected in the quality of the final cup
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•	 Our knowledge of the diverse agro-climatic conditions of the 

country allows us to guarantee the supply of extraordinary 

coffees throughout the year

•	 Coffee contains more than 900 compounds within it, 400 of which 

contribute to the taste and smell of the beverage; Devoción 

roasts within 10-30 days of dry milling, meaning more of the 

coffee’s internal flavor components remain intact and are not 

given an opportunity to deteriorate and oxidize

The finest and freshest coffee, pure and simple...
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•	2 shops 

•	540 clients

•	60 employees

•	450 producers

•	7 Colombian states

•	5 house blends

•	3 boutique coffees

•	2 grand cru coffees

+ limited editions



SUMMARY: HIGHLIGHTS 

•	 The reduction of our ecological footprint (carbon/
water/waste)

•	 Implementation of the ISO 22000 and GAE (Industrial 
Environmental Management-Bogotá)

•	 Guaranteeing a fair price to our producers

•	 Guaranteeing a quality product to the consumer

•	 Promoting the change and the investment into sustainable 
production systems thanks to the commercialization of 
specialty coffees
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REDUCTION OF OUR ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT:
WITHIN THE COMPANY (INSETTING) 

•	 Reduction of waste in internal production processes 

through recycling waste and packaging

•	 Internal campaigns to save water and energy

 

•	 To minimize our environmental impact, dry coffee husk is 

recycled for mushroom cultivation

•	 To minimize our external environmental impact, we urge 

our customers to return packaging to be reused for the 

production of plastic wood



•	 Decrease transportation carbon footprint by offsetting 

with programs such as “Carbon Neutral Shipping Program” 

and “Earth Smart” in partnership with FedEx 

•	 We consume certified Green Energy 

•	 Implementation and continuous improvement of  energy-

efficiency strategies in partnership with Rancilio 

Group

REDUCTION OF OUR ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT:
COMPENSATION (OFFSETTING)
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IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW PROGRAMS

•	 A more efficient and sustainable operation for quality 

and production processes

•	 Systematized management for continuous improvement

•	 Following international food safety guidelines

•	 Program contributes to the environmental management by 

minimizing negative impacts (dumping, waste, etc.)

•	 Compliance and constant updating of environmental local 

regulations

•	 Decrease of inefficiencies and waste for environmental 

sustainability

•	 Environmental certification

•	 Implementation of Eco-Indicators



GUARANTEEING FINE COFFEE AT A FAIR PRICE

•	 Devocion’s house blend coffees 
available throughout the year

•	 Boutique and grand cru coffees 
available throughout the year 
and seasonally

•	 House blends 15-45% over 
Colombian Coffee Federation 
price

•	 Grand cru 45-900% over 
Colombian Coffee Federation 

price
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GUARANTEEING A QUALITY PRODUCT

•	 Training to improve the quality of crops, beans and 

processing of specialty coffees 

•	 Dissemination and training on the farms for upgrading the 

sustainability of our coffee

•	 Transport of specialty coffees every 15 days to Devoción in 

Brooklyn



PROMOTING CHANGE AND INVESTMENT IN SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

•	 As a guarantee of sustainability, over 80% of our coffee comes from shade-

grown systems that conserve soil and promote biodiversity

•	 Improve benefits and processing of coffee with technical management 

training and helping to build new infrastructure

•	 Protect water, watersheds and riverbeds

•	 Improve coffee landscapes by promoting shade-grown coffee and planting 

trees

•	 In order to minimize the environmental impact of coffee processing, our 

producers recycle waste as organic fertilizer
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PILLARS FOR AN ENVIRONMENTALLY SMART PRODUCTION SYSTEM

SOCIAL
Build strategic alliances with coffee growers, 
public and private institutions; share 
knowledge that helps along change processes 
and the generation of economic, social and 
environmental value

ECONOMIC
Sustainably increase the incomes of our 
source farmers and the well-being of their 
communities in order to guarantee the long-
term supply of high-quality coffees and the 
reinvestment for economic sustainability

ENVIRONMENTAL
Improve farm and coffee landscape productivity 
through the rational use of natural resources, 
improving shade-grown coffee production 
systems and sustainable use of ecosystem 
services

    



INDICATORS TO MEASURE ENVIRONMENTALLY SMART PRODUCTION

SOCIAL

S1. Knowledge and information that supports coffee 
growers

S2. Events to share knowledge and improve relations with 
partners

S3. Alliances for sustainable production and 

collaborative projects 

ECONOMIC

E1. Income of the producers

E2. Price that guarantees quality and sustainable 
production

E3. Long-term supply of high-quality coffees

ENVIRONMENTAL
A1. Ecological footprint (water/carbon/waste)

A2. Tree coverage and landscape connectivity

A3. On-farm management and production systems
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VALUE CHAIN



IMPACT OF THE DIFFERENT PROCESSES ON THE VALUE CHAIN
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IMPACT OF THE DIFFERENT PROCESSES ON THE VALUE CHAIN

Pillar/Indicator Inside our company... With producers...
S1. Knowledge and information 
that supports coffee growers

Our laboratory receives and 
processes coffee samples 
from all over Colombia whose 
information benefits Devoción’s 
circle of knowledge

We hand over information of 
our processes and findings

S2. Events to share knowledge 
and improve relations with 
partners

Internal cuppings in each 
department; barista courses to 
clients; other trainings (quality 
control, roasting, cupping…)

The introduction and 
improvement of the production 
of specialty coffees

S3. Alliances for sustainable 
production and collaborative 
projects

Rancilio Group, Bunn, Fundación 
Siembre un Árbol, FedEx, Kawa, 
Phoenix Energy, Juan Valdéz, 
Fundación Leonor Espinosa – 
FUNLEO

Native programs (Choco, Meta, 
Caquetá), ASOPEP, APROFRUCH, 
Karmatarua, Café Valenzuela, 
Alto Palmar School

E1. Farmer incomes We take on the transport of 40% 
of small coffee producers; we 
buy 100% of our coffee above 
fair trade

Guaranteeing price in 
accordance with quality and 
varietal; purchasing between 
15%-900% above FNC prices

E2. Price that guarantees quality 
and sustainable production

Promoting quality on farms 
through the information 
gathered in our laboratory and 
production facility

Transparency with pricing 
information to producers to 
ensure increase in added value

E3. Long-term management of 
quality coffees

Improve coffee quality through 
the laboratory and production 
facility

Feedback and training for 
producers with real-time market 
information both national and 
international

 A1. Ecological footprint (water/
carbon/waste)

Implementation of the ISO 
22000 and GAE (Industrial 
Environmental Management-
Bogotá) Alliance with Siembre 
un Árbol Foundation for 
recycling coffee husk; recycling 
of coffee packages; energy 
savings for roasting and coffee 
preparation

Facilitate the reduction of 
water consumption for the wet 
processing; support production 
processes of natural and honey 
processed coffee that decrease 
the ecological footprint.
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IN DETAIL:
The state of our indicators of our environmentally smart production

SOCIAL
S1. Knowledge (% of informed producers)

40 70 85

16 21 28

12 14 16

ECONOMIC

S2. Events (# of events taken place) 

S3. Alliances (# ongoing) 

E1. Producer Income (% above FNC)

15 17 25

5/15 15/45 15/85

30 60 75
E3. Supply (% producers trained) 

E2. Price in terms of quality (% above FNC)
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IN DETAIL:
The state of our indicators of our environmentally smart production

ENVIRONMENTAL (within the company, insetting) 
A1a. Ecological footprint (% decrease in water consumption):

5 -10 25

A1c. Ecological footprint (% waste recycled, dry coffee husk only)
10 20 40

ENVIRONMENTAL (Outside the company, offsetting) 
A1b. Ecological footprint (% decrease transportation carbon footprint) 

5 10 20

ENVIRONMENTAL (with the producers) 
A1. Ecological footprint (% decreased water consumption and recylced waste)

5 15 25

65 75 85
A2. Tree coverage and landscape connectivity (% producers) 

A3. Sustainable on-farm management and production systems (% producers)

65 75 85



OVERVIEW:
Changes in our environmentally smart production indicators
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IN DETAIL:
State of our environmentally smart production indicators 

Knowledge % of informed 
producers

40 70 85

Events # realized 16 21 28

Alliances # ongoing 12 14 16

Producer income % above Federation 
prices

15 17 20/25

Price in terms of quality % above Federation 
prices

5/15 15/45 15/85

Supply % of producers 
trained

30 60 75

Ecological footprint % decrease in water 
consumption

5 15 25

Tree coverage % of producers 65 75 85

Sustainable systems % of producers 65 75 85

Water footprint % decrease in water 
consumption

5 10 25

Carbon footprint % decrease carbon 
consumption

5 10 20

Waste footprint % recycled waste 
materials

10 20 40

Indicator Unit of 
measurement

2012-2014 2015 Situation Future 
Objective

Co
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Goal Achieved

Improvement Needed

Legend:

In Progress



•	 Continue research and supporting coffee growers in the long-

term supply of specialty coffees, thereby enriching the 

entire supply chain 

•	 Share seeds of specialty coffee varietals with proven success 

among producers

•	 Pass along knowledge and information about national and 

international markets

•	 Continue efforts to improve Devoción’s cycle of knowledge

FUTURE CHALLENGES FOR SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
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FUTURE CHALLENGES FOR ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

•	 Focus efforts on fair pricing for the real income of producers

•	 Subsidize the transport from the furthest coffee plantations to 

Bogotá

•	 Improve the quality of the coffee throughout the value chain to 

increase productivity, profitability, competitiveness and supply

•	 Exchange of experiences and lessons learned throughout the value 

chain (from farm to laboratory, from laboratory to roasting, from 

roasting to warehouse, from warehouse to customer, from Devoción 

Colombia to Devoción Brooklyn) 

•	 Support the expansion of specialty coffees by helping traditional 

coffee growers to understand and meet the requirements for this 

market and partially financing for the initial conversion process

•	 Develop strategies to increase the areas of specialty coffees, 

productivity and coffee quality, based on marketing, scientific and 

technological knowledge



FUTURE CHALLENGES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

•	 Promote and support the use and management of shade-grown coffee 

•	 Foster initiatives that generate a positive impact on diversified 

production systems and coffee landscapes, ensuring environmental 

conservation and sustainability

•	 Promote the protection of our natural resources and ecosystem 

services on our source farms through training and incentives such as 

differential pricing

•	 Strengthen partnerships with environmental service programs, watershed 

protection, native forests, bird feedlots, organic fertilizers, the 

use of crop residues, natural and honey processed coffees, water 

filters and rainwater harvesting

•	 Integrate purchases, type A certification and reporting of organic 

coffees 

•	 Make alliances with communities for shade-grown coffee support 

programs, payment for ecosystem services and wildlife conservation   
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PROMOTING AND SUPPORTING SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION SYSTEMS:
The benefits at a glance



Devoción,	69	Grand	St,	Brooklyn,	NY	11249	¤	(718)	285•6180	¤	www.devocion.com


